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THIS WEEK WITH...
WITH SHAKEEL BAIG AT 
BEDFRAMES DIRECT

QUESTION ONE
HOW HAS BUSINESS 
BEEN OVER THE PAST FEW 
MONTHS?
It’s been steady. We 

continue to work hard to 

develop our products to the 

requirements needed in 

this sector. That said, you 

also need a bit of luck at the 

moment.

QUESTION TWO
WHAT NEW PRODUCTS 
HAVE YOU LAUNCHED 
RECENTLY?
We’ve always tried to be 

innovative in the motion aspect 

of the furniture. Our focus up 

until now has been models to 

help the elderly market, such 

as the Pro Care 4000, but we’re 

now developing a range of 

luxury lifestyle motion furniture 

products.

QUESTION THREE
WHICH OF YOUR PRODUCTS 
ARE YOU SEEING THE MOST 
INTEREST FROM RETAILERS 
AT THE MOMENT?
Our sleep systems, such as 

Podmatic 6,000, have been 

very well received, however 

the accessories that we supply 

to complement the beds, such 

as the grab rails, have been 

extremely popular, as the end 

user doesn’t have to wait for a 

carer to get them out of the bed. 

QUESTION FOUR
WHAT IS YOUR FOCUS FOR 
THE COMING MONTHS?

the service and products that 

you offer, which is difficult. 

Bedframes Direct is now 

recognised for its innovative 

ideas and we want that to 

continue. 

QUESTION SEVEN
WHAT ARE YOUR 
PROJECTIONS FOR THE UK 
FURNITURE MARKET IN 
2013?
Research suggests that the 

motion furniture market will 

continue to grow exponentially 

up to 2020 and beyond, so we 

plan to continue devoting time 

to developing products that will 

facilitate growth in the sector.

QUESTION EIGHT
WHAT PLANS DO YOU HAVE 
IN THE PIPELINE?
I’m keeping my cards close to 

my chest until the Bed Show, so 

retailers will have to come see 

us there.

QUESTION NINE
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE 
KEY TO SUCCESS IS IN THESE 

The research we’ve done 

suggests that consumers want 

more than the basic adjustable 

frame, they want a lifestyle 

product. So we’re working 

with our suppliers and we’re 

developing lots of new products 

– some with higher quality 

control handsets – and these 

will be on show at the National 

Bed Federation’s Bed Show in 

September. 

QUESTION FIVE
WHAT TIP CAN YOU GIVE TO 
RETAILERS?
Retailers need to have a wide 

range of products and have 

confidence in the products they 

are purchasing.

QUESTION SIX
OTHER THAN THE 
DOWNTURN, WHAT DO 
YOU ENVISAGE BEING A 
PROBLEM IN 2013?
Maintaining standards. Once 

you’re renowned for offering 

quality you then need to make 

sure that there is continuity in 

UNCERTAIN TIMES?
I’ve always followed the mantra 

that products which make a real 

difference to real life are the key 

to success for any company.

QUESTION TEN
HOW IS THE COMPANY 
SUPPORTING ITS RETAILERS 
DURING THIS DIFFICULT 
TIME?
The expertise that we have of 

this sector as a company is of 

real benefit to retailers. It’s this 

knowledge that enables us to 

design products that meet the 

needs of the end user.

WWW.BEDFRAMESDIRECT.

CO.UK

WE ASK EVERYBODY10UESTIONS

For more 
products, 
see page 
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FEATU
RE PRODUCTS

CABINET MAKER 
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and classic design 
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01 RAUCH

Morena by Rauch’s brand Steffen is an attractive and striking 

bedroom collection. The quality of the collection is highlighted by 

details such as solid heart beech finishes, grooved rear walls, metal 

handles, soft-close functionality, optional lighting solutions and 

made-to-measure wardrobes. 

WWW.RAUCHMOEBEL.COM

02 JENSEN

Jensen’s Supreme  model features the Original Zone System 

with progressive, hourglass-shaped pocket springs, sumptuous 

latex fillings and a TempSmart topper, which balances out the 

temperature changes that are often the cause of a bad night’s sleep. 

To ensure optimum comfort, the user can select different tensions 

for their individual needs.

WWW.JENSENBEDS.CO.UK 

03 RELAXATEEZE

A new addition to Relaxateeze this year is the Adesso Deluxe Swivel 

Recliner. Borrowing popular design elements from other chairs 

within the range such as Milano and Venice, the Adesso ticks all 

the right boxes for consumers interested in contemporary swivel 

recliners. It is offered in a choice of colours: red, black and mink.

WWW.RELAXATEEZE.CO.UK

04 TOTEM 

Malmo is a new, very much on-trend oak range  from Totem that has 

a retro feel. Launched in full at Interiors, Malmo features a strong, 

simple look with soft curves and a silky satin matt finish, making it a 

design which has great presence but with a light and graceful feel.

WWW.TOTEMFURNITURE.CO.UK

05 BREASLEY

Breasley’s Accolade Latex Collection features Latexco’s pure latex 

foam with the Adaptive Motion Technology system.  The range 

features three latex blocks in soft, medium and firm densities, plus 

a range of latex and pocket spring combinations with a sumptuous 

pillow top incorporating Dacron Quallofil® fibre technology for 

supreme lift and softness. 

01634 712580

WWW.BREASLEYCONSUMER.CO.UK

06 CAXTON

Cleverly combining a contemporary blonde ash finish with 

traditional design, the Bergen living and dining collection has proved 

an instant hit. Featuring part veneered faces, discreetly curving edges 

and inset handles, this impressive collection creates an atmosphere 

of timeless quality and sophistication.

08700 600 555 

WWW.CAXTONFURNITUREONLINE.COM

07 GFA

The bestselling Shanghai is a traditional style recliner with a star 

shaped base that offers style and comfort. This model is offered in 

cream, nut brown, hazelnut, chocolate and black high-grade bonded 

leather.

01291 645080

SALES@GFA.UK.COM

08 LATEXCO

Latexco products are made from 100% pure latex. This complete 

latex mattress had been designed to provide seven distinct comfort 

zones in order to provide enhanced ergonomy. Designed according 

to recommendations from The Munich Institute for Ergonomy, the 

mattress meets the standards for flame retardancy, BS5852 source 2.

WWW.LATEXCO.COM
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A cross section of Bedframes Direct’s frames and accessories


